INTRODUCTION

Computers have become commonplace tools in educational environments and are used to provide both basic and supplemental instruction to students on a variety of topics. Searching for information in hypermedia documents, whether on the Web or through individual educational sites, is a common task in learning activities. Previous research has identified a number of variables that impact how students use electronic documents. Individual differences such as learning style or cognitive style (Andris, 1996; Fitzgerald & Semrau, 1998), prior topic knowledge (Ford & Chen, 2000), level of interest (Lawless & Kulikowich, 1998), and gender (Beasley & Vila, 1992) all influence performance. Additionally, characteristics of the document such as the inherent structure of the material, the linking structure (Korthauer & Koubek, 1994), and the types of navigation tools that accompany the document can affect student performance and behaviour (Boechler & Dawson, 2002; McDonald & Stevenson, 1998, 1999). In short, the effective use of hypermedia documents in educational settings depends on complex interactions between individual skills (e.g., spatial and reading skills) and the features of the document itself.

BACKGROUND

Previous research has suggested that one way of addressing ability differences in hypermedia users is to follow a compensatory strategy in which users are provided with mediators, modalities, or organizing structures that make up for a deficit in a particular ability (Messick, 1976). One kind of organizing structure that can help users make sense of material is a spatial structure that illustrates how different parts of the material are related. A spatial map, spatial overview, or graphic organizer is a visual representation of the structure of the document. These are usually...
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Figure 1. An example of a hierarchically ordered tree diagram

Learning depends on the construction of stable and usable mental representations of knowledge. From an educational perspective, how do we induce such representations? When presenting factual (e.g., some apples are red) or demonstrable (e.g., gravity makes things fall downward) information, creating an appropriate mental representation is a matter of relying on these physical aspects of the world to stand as mental representations to be stored, manipulated, or retrieved. The creation of mental representations for abstract and complex ideas is not as straightforward. In the cognitive-psychology literature, it is suggested that people often use spatial structures as metaphors to reason out the relational attributes of a set of abstract elements, attributes that are not observable (Gattis, 2001). Research across several bodies of literature (educational psychology, information science, instructional technology) suggests that the arrangement of visual information in particular in a hypermedia interface can impact both navigation (Allen, 2000; Boechler & Dawson, 2002; Chen, 2000; Westerman & Cribbin, 2000) and learning (Boechler & Shaddock, 2004; Mayer & Sims, 1994; Moreno & Mayer, 1999). In both cases, a successful spatial or visual arrangement should make salient the relations between semantic elements in the document. Concerning navigation, in the information-science literature, Dillon (2000) proposes a spatial and semantic model to explain hypermedia navigation processes. The spatial and semantic model assumes all information spaces convey structural cues that are both spatial and semantic in nature, and that different user characteristics and contexts determine which type of cues will be relied on in relation to one another. Similarly, in the educational-psychology literature, Mayer and Sims propose a dual-coding theory to explain learning in hypermedia. In the dual-coding theory of multimedia learning, learners construct referential connections between the mental representations of the verbal and visual information presented within a hypermedia document. Hence, the underlying assumption is that, for both navigation and learning, the impact of the visual arrangement lies in the degree to which it preserves the meaning relations between different parts of the document material. This